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Hosting Quick Reference Guide 
 

1. Be sure to know the location of the volunteer area, smoke area, sleeping quarters, ect.  
2. The volunteer area should be in an area that is separate from the guest in which contains the 

cigarette bag, traveling suitcase, clean up kit, and the first aid kit. 
3. Traveling suitcase contains outer pocket- expandable file contains in order- guest daily sign in 

sheet in which you will find important information, blank volunteer agreement forms, daily 
volunteer sign in sheet, important contacts sheet, incident forms, otc (over the counter)  med 
form, training manual, and church signs.  

4. Traveling suitcase inside contains- med log and guest meds. All which are labeled in zip lock 
bags. Also contains power strip, ear plugs, and an alarm clock. 

5. Be sure the cigarette bag remains outside of the suitcase. 
6. Smoke breaks- every hour, must be accompanied by volunteer, in designated area only. 
7. Med log- 1 guest at a time, hand them their medications, they take in front of you, then you 

both sign the appropriated spot in med log. Be sure medications are returned to suitcase-and 
remains locked when not in use. Volunteer must keep key on them. Be sure to transfer key to 
next volunteer. 

8. Transportation volunteers should arrive about 15 min prior to the pickup/drop off time 
locations. Pick up is at 6:30pm each night. Drop off each morning is at 8:00 am. Arrive 30 
minutes earlier for Sunday morning transportation to allow time for complete pack up of guest. 

9. Guest will receive their meds/cigarettes each morning at the drop off location. 
10. Please do not fold the mats when transporting on Sunday, be sure the first aid kit and clean up 

kit are also transported to the next church as well. (Coordinator is responsible for arranging this) 
11. Lights out is at 10pm. 
12. Wake up is by 7am. 
13. Meal prep should be done wearing protective gloves. Breakfast and dinners are required. 

Lunches are optional, however appreciated. Guest allergies will be noted on guest sign-in form. 
14. Guest may arrive later than check in with prior approval. You will be responsible to perform a 

quick check in for that guest…..procedures are in the manual/suitcase/online. 
15. Guest may have cell phones on them, however only in the main gathering area and should not 

be used after lights out for calls. Phone rules are subject to change upon discretion of church 
coordinator due to improper use by guest of personal cell phone. 

16. Be respectful of guest privacy/dignity, fellowship/ be friendly, ect…. 
17. In the event a guest should leave the premises……..they are not allowed to return for the 

evening. 
18. All volunteers are allowed to ask any guest to leave if any inappropriate behavior takes place..  
19. Contact The Refuge Church Coordinator for transportation information and van key code. 

 
Transportation Information: 

 
The Refuge van is located at:___________________________________________________________ 

Pick up location:_____________________________________________________________________ 

Drop off location:____________________________________________________________________ 


